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END of SEASON 
 

 

Clash snow days = 118 (108 good days) 
        Timberline days = 130+ 

Editorial  
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ABERDEENSHIRE SPORTS PERSONALITY of the YEAR 2010 
 
Andrew Musgrave took the top prize at Aberdeenshire Sports Council’s annual sports awards. Among his many 
achievements recognised was the fact he is the first British skier to earn a top ten place in a world class cross-country 
ski event – his 9th place in the World Juniors in 2008. PJ Barron was also nominated for this highly competitive class & 
Andrew Young was “highly commended” in the Young Male Sports Personality section. Roy Young received “highly 
commended” recognition in the Coach of the Year category.  
 

HUNTLY GOES TO THE OLYMPICS  by Frank Musgrave 
 
Three members of Huntly Nordic Ski Club, PJ Barron representing Ireland and Andrew Musgrave and Andrew Young 
(along with Fiona Hughes of Yorkshire Dales Ski Club) representing Great Britain, qualified for the 2010 Olympic 
Winter Games in Vancouver, Canada. Roy Young of Huntly Nordic Ski Club was GB Head Coach.   This was a great 
achievement by both athletes and coach (who could have imagined this all those years ago when Roy had the kids doing 
roller ski races round the  industrial estate, before the roller ski track was built?).  For a supporting army of Barron, 
Musgrave and Young families, along with coaches and friends, this was an opportunity not to be missed and we all 
arrived in Whistler to savour one of the great sporting events of the world. 
 

ANDREW 
MUSGRAVE 

ANDREW 
YOUNG 

PJ BARRON 
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In fact, arriving in Whistler (2 hours drive inland from Vancouver) was a challenge in itself. Long before we knew who 
had been selected it seemed as if all flights to Vancouver were booked up, all houses in Whistler had been let out for 
exorbitant sums of money and Olympic tickets were fast selling out. All frustration was banished when we finally 
arrived in Vancouver (in our case via San Francisco) and found everyone to be so friendly. Any local people we met 
who had been against holding the Olympics in Whistler all said they had changed their minds – it was a great event and 
they were pleased to be part of it. Everyone was helpful –armies of volunteers in bright turquoise jackets (the "smurfs”)  
were available with advice if you didn't know where to go or what to do. 
 
We assembled the weekend before the cross country skiing competition: one house full of Barrons, Musgraves and 
Angharad and another house full of Youngs and relatives. Never have so many air miles been spent in such a good 
cause. To the races! While Vancouver was short of snow and had been forced to truck it in, the cross country ski tracks 
at Callaghan Valley had plenty of snow. The week prior to the games had been unseasonably warm, with wet and 
difficult conditions on the tracks, but colder weather returned and the first day of cross country competition dawned 
nice and crisp. And I mean dawned – we had to get up in the dark to go in to Whistler to catch the free buses which 
were the only way of getting to the tracks. Fortunately everyone was in good spirits.  Our fame had gone before us – as 
we went to get on the bus the steward said "you must be from Huntly"!  The buses had been requisitioned from as far 
away as Florida and the bus drivers were having a ball (not to mention getting lost on occasion).  Once at the venue all 
spectators had to go through security, but even that was bearable. Lots of channels, short queues, friendly people doing 
the checks – if only Heathrow was like this!   
 
The only grumble about security was that that they would not allow any liquids in the venue. Not because Hilary was 
going to blow up the games with her bottle of water, but so that you had to drink Coke ("official sponsor"). Past the ice 
sculptures and totem poles, finally at the stadium. Lots of vendors where you can get a cup of coffee while you wait (if 
you can manage the rest of the day without an arm and a leg). And, after you've had your coffee, more portaloos than 
you have ever seen lined up for your convenience- probably the shiniest, most spotless portaloos ever witnessed.  First 
day – luxury- we all had seats in the stands. Athletes did six laps (four for ladies) so came through the stadium five 
times before finishing.  Every GB and Ireland skier was greeted with an enormous cheer – we may not have medal 
winners yet, but our noise to athlete ratio was certainly the best.  Even the vast Norwegian contingent was subdued 
when their men disappeared without trace in the time trial. The union jacks and Irish flags attracted attention and we 
met several other British people there for the day.   
 
In fact one of the pleasures of the games was meeting people. I finally got to meet the legendary Pete Collins, original 
manager of Huntly Nordic centre and now resident of Canada. Hilary and I met people we had known in Anchorage, 
Alaska (the Kikkan Randall fan club from Alaska, the "kikkanimals" was bigger than us and almost as loud).  As we 
waited for the bus to get back (they even had queue monitors to keep the lines in an orderly fashion and direct you to 
the right bus) we met families of American and Australian athletes. We even had a meal with Lord Moynihan, 
Chairman of the BOA, one evening. 
 
Back for the sprint (Andrew M and Andrew Y), the pursuit (only Andrew M in this one), then the Team Sprint 
(AM&AY). Peter Barron assumed the role of team photographer, heroically spent the days watching the races through 
his long focus lens and produced some outstanding photographs. No more fancy grandstand seats – we located 
ourselves around the course to provide vocal encouragement at crucial points. Great weather for spectators – so warm 
we didn't need those down jackets we carried all the way from Britain – but made for tough waxing and racing 
conditions for the athletes.  And when GB had no competitors, we could enjoy the races! Who could forget Petra 
Majdic skiing all the rounds of the sprint and winning a medal after crashing in the warmup and breaking her ribs, or 
Peter Northug powering his way after 50 kms to overhaul Axel Teichmann (again) to win gold, or the disappointment in 
Devon Kershaw's interview because, after a great Olympics for the Canadian cross country team, he had "only" come 
5th in the 50kms.  
 
The fact that Canada did so well in all the disciplines certainly helped the atmosphere. There were big screens all round 
Whistler – you couldn't get away from the Olympic Games. "Go Canada Go".  When Canada were on the TV playing 
ice hockey I think the whole nation was on the streets watching. What an atmosphere. When there was no cross country 
skiing we had the opportunity to see some biathlon and bobsleigh and go downhill skiing. The slopes were almost 
empty while everyone watched the games, so we could ski with no lines at the lift.  Even on the ski slopes security was 
visible – armed, uniformed police mingled on the slopes with recreational skiers and chatted on the lifts (although the 
fact that one had his gun covered in snow suggested that they were not in fact the greatest skiers). The second week of 
the games the supporters club slowly diminished as people had to return home, and now we could really live it up – 
stretching the bottle of wine to only 5 or 6 people, not the 9 we shared it among the first week!  
 
For the athletes this was a great opportunity. They were great ambassadors for Huntly and their results speak for 
themselves– see Roy's article on the BNDS website*.  I hope they enjoyed it as much as we did.  
 
* www.bnds.org.uk – These were the first British cross-country ski Olympians since 1994. Musgrave’s 55th place in the 15km FT was 8.7% 
behind the winner which is the best ever result for a British X/C skier. His 51st place in the Pursuit, where he was pushed over in the classic leg & then 
gradually fought his way back picking off skiers on the skate leg, was 11.1% behind the winner & only just outside his target of a top 50 finish. And 
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in possibly his weakest event, the classic sprint, he came 58th 11.8% behind. Young’s 74th place (15.3%) in the 15km Pursuit & 60th in the Sprint 
(12.9%) put him 8th in the British all-time list – and he took a tumble in the Sprint. The two paired up for the Team Sprint but unfortunately Young 
was ill & only started so as to not let his team mate down. Looking remarkably at home amongst the pack in his heat, Musgrave while chasing the 
pack down posted the fastest time on the second 1.6km lap. I believe I am also correct in saying that PJ’s 91st place in the 15km was the best ever 
result by an Irish skier. 
 

HUNTLY NORDIC OPEN CHAMPIONSHIPS, 21 Feb 2010 
 
For the first time since 2006 we were able to hold our Open Championships in the Clash. Two young skiers, Andrews 
Musgrave & Young, were the first skiers home that day by a margin of nearly 7 minutes. They weren’t here this time 
being otherwise engaged at an arguably more prestigious competition in Canada. Although we might not have hosted an 
event with such international renown, we had more snow. The depth & softness did cause difficulties for the trail 
groomers and they were unable to groom the entire Haute Route so we ended with a two-lap course for the 10km race.  
 
Not the traditional course & the trails might not have been as ideal as we like, but a big field of 53 skiers had perfect 
weather. After the first lap of the 10km classic a tightly packed train of four skiers, William & Ruaridh Newman, 
Michael May (Huntly) & Calum Irvine (CBNSC) thundered past the timers but by the finish William had built a 
comfortable lead over his brother. Katy Homyer (Highland NSC) was 8th overall and won the ladies race by 24 minutes. 
For their efforts William & Katy won the Clashindarroch Cup & Quaich, which is the first time these trophies have 
been awarded for the competition for which they were meant. A close male vets race was won by Steve Perry (RAF) 
with the best placed Huntly skier being Jason Williamson, 3rd vet.  
 
Being a JDS day there were plenty of younger skiers for the 5km, 
2.5km & 1.4km races. Stuart Grey (Huntly) was first in the 5km. Elaine 
Homyer made it a mother/daughter success day by being first lady 
home with Freya Coursey (JDS) the first junior girl home. It took a 
photo to separate the Newman twins with their Northug/Teichmann 
style finish, Oliver marginally edging Fergus to be 1st & 2nd U12 boys in 
the 5km. Oliver Bohle had travelled up from Edinburgh & he didn’t let 
down his Norwegian heritage by winning the 2.5km race. Making her 
racing debut one of the newest club members, Alexandra Brookes, was 
first in the 1.4km race.  
 
For many of the younger skiers it was their first on-snow race & with 
the large numbers of skiers, the worry of whether they will find the 
correct route & finally a gruff Chief of Competition bellowing out instructions it is quite an intimidating experience. 
Not all will emulate our Olympic skiers but hopefully they will still be competing & enjoying their skiing for years to 
come, like the numerous vets who raced alongside them. 
 
With so many of the club away in Vancouver we were missing key helpers so thank you to Hilary Gray & Iona Gatenby for ably taking over the 
timekeeping, Rick Newman & Colin Miller for course preparation, Gareth Smith for marshalling & a host of others who helped the JDS skiers.  
 

MOUNTAIN TOUR  by Alan Telford 
 

For the past few years I have wanted to do some mountain 
touring, I even bought myself some posh skis and boots, but 
never quite got out to actually use them until last week. Pete was 
good enough to organise a trip, there was snow and I had a pass 
out. I’ve often looked up at the Buck when I’m in the Clash car 
park and thought it would be great to ski up it. Now my 
opportunity had come. 
 
Mountain tours have been a bit of mixed bag with the club over 
the past few years with not much take up, but when I turned up at 
the Clash car park I was suprised to find not only Peter Thorn and 
Dave Horsley but also Deborah and Claudia May, Rick Newman, 
Colin Miller and Jason Williamson. A quick glance around the 
gear showed that leather boots and fish scales were in the 

majority. Fortunately Dave made me feel like I hadn’t completely gone over the top as he was in plastic boots with a 
beefy pair of tele skis. We all then jumped into two cars and made our way round to the bottom of the Buck where and 
set off up the hill. As we were putting our gear on Frank Musgrave turned up. 
 
The conditions were fairly benign, it wasn’t raining or snowing but it was blowing a gale that got worse higher up. The 
snow was quite granular and transformed, but fine to ski on. From the start the Buck is one of those hills that just gets 
steeper and steeper until you are pretty much at the top. We all had skins on our skis. I had a pair of Black Diamond 
kicker skins that were much shorter than the full length ones sported by everybody else and as the gradient got steeper I 

2.5 km start 
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found everybody else was going straight upwards and I was zig-zagging across the hill and herring boning to get 
enough grip. Eventually I got to the top of the hill in the wake of Deborah May who flew up. The rocks at the top of the 
hill gave us a break from the wind and we had a quick stop for a snack and drink. It seemed almost everybody else had 
a map and compass and was comparing bearings. I’m afraid my compass was hanging in the kitchen at home 
(remember next time!). 
 
Having got to the top of the hill the bit that I was really worried about now raised its ugly head – going down! I’m not 
the strongest down hill skier and I was skiing on newish boots and skis. Fortunately the route we took down the far side 
of the Buck isn’t as steep as the road side and I was able to descend with some snow ploughs and even put in some tele 
turns as the gradient got flatter. We headed over to Kebbuck Knowe and then to the wonderfully named Hill of Snowy 
Slack. At one point during this I was skiing over what I thought was quite flat ground, only for the cloud to clear to 
reveal I was up on a ridge with quite a steep drop off to my right. This left me quite a bit more nervous, but elated at the 
beauty of the snowy landscape at the same time! The view was tremendous with what seemed the whole of 
Aberdeenshire at our feet. All around was a snow field and then green came in as the elevation dropped away. 
 
Returning we split into two groups, the hard core skiers going straight back over the top, and the rest skirting around 
west over to Craigenscore Hill before traversing back to meet the others who were showing off their telemarking skills 
coming down the front of the Buck. We finally made it back to the cars about 1pm for sandwiches and a hot drink. 
I had a tremendous time, would love develop my downhill skills further and spend more time out in the snow hills. 
 

NORWEGIAN CHAMPS  
 
“King Harald Hardrada, Roald Amundsen, Liv Ullmann, Bjørn Dæhle, Edvard 

Munch, Thor Heyerdahl, Henrik Ibsen, Evard Grieg, Monty Python’s 
Norwegian Blue, Morten Harket, Anni-Frid from Abba, can you hear me. Your 

boys took a helluva beating.” 
 
I hope any Norwegians will take in good spirit my parody (idea stolen 
from elsewhere, I’m not that witty) of the most famous sporting 
commentary in history from 1981 when Norway beat England at 
football (if you are too young to have a clue what I am going on about 
look for it on YouTube, you’ll love it). 
 
Andrew Musgrave’s rapid departure from Vancouver took him to Stryn & the Norwegian Championships where he 
took first place in the Junior 10km F beating Norwegians who had won two golds, silver & bronze as well as the relay 
gold at the World Junior Championships at Hinterzarten in January. Although he won the race the title had to go to the 
second placed Norwegian, Finn Haagen Krogh, who was none too happy about losing to a Brit. The Norwegian media 
were generous in their appreciation of his victory & Andrew goes on to say he is not tempted to ski for Norway 
(see report www.nrk.no/nyheter/distrikt/nrk_sogn_og_fjordane/1.7026065 (get Google to translate it). 
 

END of SEASON RACES 
 
You might think that they might be taking it easy, but all the Olympic skiers & many of the British Squad headed to 
Europe & Scandinavia for various end of season races.  
 
Andrew Musgrave fulfilled a season’s ambition of competing in a 50km race. He chose the most prestigious 50km on 
the World Cup circuit on the challenging Holmenkollen course in Oslo. Breaking a ski after 3.5km was not the ideal 
start & he had to struggle 4km back to the stadium before he could change his skis. Thus isolated from the pack, 
Andrew hunted down skiers to claim 49th place in a time of 2:30:06.0. Over a quarter of the starters dropped out 
demonstrating how tough a race it is & how much determination a young skier like Andrew displayed, 50km is a long 
way. At the same World Cup event Andrew Young completed a slightly shorter distance in the 1.5km Sprint. The 
youngest skier in the field he came 72nd just 10.6% behind the winner, his best sprint result to date.  
 
With no support team the three British girls Posy Musgrave, Sarah Young & Fi Hughes headed to Rogla in Slovenia for 
a series of three Alpen Cup races. They managed to sweet talk the French Team into waxing their skis: the French are 
such suckers for a pretty smile. This does show the help & support willingly given to the British team by some of the 
World’s top ski nations. Unfortunately illness prevented Sarah racing but Posy had a very good outing in an unusual 
2.5km C Prologue. The three then headed to Finland to link up with other Squad members for a series of four FIS races. 
The girls continued their close rivalry – there really is little to choose between the three of them. In the final race, 5km F 
at Ylitornio, Posy broke the magic 120 FIS pt barrier (119.47 pts) to earn herself a World Cup qualifier. Sarah was just 
3 secs behind Posy which was a tantalising 2 secs outside a World Cup qualification (122.65 pts). 
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Tour de Barents – Andrew Young, Posy & Sarah remained in the Arctic Circle for the inaugural Tour de Barents. 
A series of four FIS races over four days in a similar format to the Tour de Ski. 
Andrew got off to flying start winning the first stage junior 10km C earning the 
right to wear the red junior leader’s bib the following day. He came in ahead of 
the same Finn Haagen Krogh (World Junior Championship medal winner) that 
Andrew Musgrave beat in the Norwegian Championships. Andrew lost time in 
the 2nd stage 15km F coming third but bounced back to win the 1.6km Sprint. 
On the final day Finn had too much of a lead to be caught & Andrew was just 
pipped into third place by another Norwegian, but an outstanding result by 
Andrew. 
 
Posy & Sarah raced in the senior ladies event in a field of 13 starters including 
some of the World’s top skiers (Roponen, Steira, Muranen, Smutna). In such a 
small field there is no where to hide but they performed admirably in such a star 
field. Full results: 
 http://www.tour-de-barents.com/Tour_de_barents/In_English/Results.iw3 
 

The Koasalauf, Austria, 13th Feb 2010 – Oliver & Fergus Newman 
made their continental racing debuts at the Koaslauf Kinder 2km F in Austria. 
As usual little separated this awesome duo & they came home in 21st & 26th 

positions out of 53 boys. Michael, Rachel & Deborah May raced a slightly longer 50km C (that’s nearly 6 laps of the 
Haute Route). Michael completed this gruelling distance in 3hrs 35min while the sisters crossed the line almost together 
in 4hrs 15min claim 1st & 2nd in their category. Claudia sensibly opted for the 25km distance which she finished in 3hrs 
26min.  
 

EUROPEAN U26 BIATHLON CHAMPIONSHIPS  
 
Olwen Thorn continued her improving form with a further two World Cup qualifiers in the IBU Cup races at Martell, 
Italy on the 12/13 Feb. A 47th place & 16.8% behind the winner in the Sprint meant she made the cut for the Pursuit 
race the following day where she had another fast ski finishing 39th 15.8% behind (World Cup qualifier standard is 
20%).  
 
She then moved on to the European U26 Championships in Otepaa, Estonia. In a strong field, containing many skiers 
recently returning from the Olympics, Olwen & her team mate Amanda Lightfoot had what the BBU website described 
as a “sizzling” result (www.britishbiathlon.com ) in the 15km Individual where they finished 21st & 19th respectively 
out of 55 starters & only 13% behind the winner. Although Olwen maintained her ski speed for the next two races (10-
12%) her shooting let her down so she was unable to repeat her initial result.  
 

A JUNIOR AT THE BRITISH CHAMPS  by Iona Gatenby 
 

Iona attended the British Championships in Ruhpolding for the first time this season. 
 
I love snow and was ironically born during a massive 
blizzard. I joined the Huntly JDS at the age of ten. Two 
years later, when I joined the BNDS, I was taking 
skiing more seriously. I’ve been to training camps in 
Scotland, Norway and Switzerland & skied in rollerski 
races. My hard work was paying off and I was 
improving. Cross-country skiing requires maximum 
fitness so I put all my effort in. It really helps to have a 
team and coaches to join and this motivates me. Also, 
three skiers who all started in JDS like me made it into 
the Olympics. This makes me believe I can achieve 
something, maybe not as high as Olympics but 
hopefully the European Youth Olympics.  
 
In December 2009 I went to the pre-Christmas camp in 
Switzerland, and then went on to my first competition 
on snow, the British Championships in Germany. I 
loved British Champs and it was definitely my 
favourite camp so far. The first day we were there we 
skied round the whole course which I found amazing. 

There were immensely steep down hills and lots of 
huge up hills which were hard work. ‘The Cannonball’ 
is a long stretch of tedious up hill with a fun steep 
down hill at the end. ‘The Wall’ is the steepest up hill 
of the whole course, although it’s not very long the 
steep incline makes it very hard. ‘Omega’ is an ‘O’ 
shaped up then down hill which has a tricky curve to 
step round.  
 
My first race was the 5km and I came in second place 
beating an Australian girl, but a Swedish girl took first 
place. I was happy with second because the Swedish 
girl was older than me. The next day we had a 4km 
pursuit race where I came first. On Monday we had a 
rest day when we trained. Then on Tuesday we had the 
5km relay, in which my team came third. That night we 
had skate sprints which had a really nice atmosphere 
because of the booming music and floodlights. I won 
20 euro’s for first girl. I hope to go again next year. 

 

Admiring Finnish 
Autograph hunters 
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JDS OLYMPICS 2010 
 

To celebrate the Olympic Games this year, Huntly JDS had an 
Olympic theme & as if the snow gods recognised that it was a 
special year they gave us snow for every session. The kids were 
split into four teams Denmark, Finland, Norway & Sweden & 
each session they had an “Olympic” event based on some 
Olympic sport. So we had curling, X/C sprints & classic races, a 
team relay modelled on the incomprehensible cycling Madison, 
luge & a slalom/skier cross/ski jump combined event without the 
jumping bit. Then to finish in true style we had a no-expense 
spared Closing Ceremony with flags, funny hats & Olympic 
songs that really made the Beijing Olympic Ceremony look like a 
multi-billion yen event. My abiding memory will be Jason 
Williamson leading the Olympic Parade holding Olympic flag & 
umbrella around the Biathlon Range in pouring rain. And of 

course the emotional rendition of the songs composed for the event by Arthur Stewart with the immortal lines “My 
gloves they are wringing, my thermal they are minging”……….“The smell will sweep Strathbogie”. The video is worth 
watching, it will brings tears to your eyes. And despite all this fun & merriment the real success is seeing so many 
young skiers from 6 to 16 skiing properly. Well done to all the coaches & helpers. 
 

THE CLASH 2009/10 
 
The snow fell in the Clash on 17th Dec & didn’t disappear from the main trails until the 14th April, 118 continuous days 
of skiing & an amazing 108 of them with 100% complete snow cover. The previous record of 87 days fades into 
mediocrity. As for the average season, 40-45 days, pah! It was an epic season of blocked roads & colossal snow drifts. 
Events cancelled because of too much snow! Over the season three dogs were lost & three dogs were found. Trees were 
cut back & a buried garage dug out, even drift-jumping voles were spotted – there was something different this year. I’ll 
take this opportunity to thank in particular Dave Horsley, Colin Miller & Rick Newman for hours of hard work cutting 
trees & grooming trails even though a foot or more of snow would nearly always bury the tracks in time for the 
following day. Probably the best way to record the season is with a selection of photos………. 
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END OF SSGB & NEW GOVERNING BODY 
 
With the demise of Snowsport GB the BOA put its contingency plan into action & set up British Ski & Snowboard 
which was recognised by FIS thus enabling our skiers to compete in Vancouver. Colin Moynihan (Chair, BOA) will act 
as interim Chair of the BSS. Dave Edwards was appointed CEO & Andy Hunt (CEO for BOA) was appointed as a 
director. These three gentlemen have said they will consult with all interest parties in setting up a new national 
governing body, a statement can be found at: 

www.olympics.org.uk/newsarchive.aspx?GT=Invariant&NE=4384&AT=&GA=&SP=&Year=  
The old SSGB Nordic Executive is still operational & will play a part in trying to ensure this new body is fairer & more 
even-handed than the old one. 
 

New Members 
Since the last newsletter our ranks have been swelled by the following: Michelle, Keith, Aaron & Alexandra Brookes; Sue Arber; Adrian 
Farquhar; Peter Kay; Simon Wood; Henrik Henriksen; Duncan Gibb; William Beveridge. Welcome to you all & I hope you all find your 
membership rewarding. 
 

Final Bits & Pieces. 
 
·  With the snow season not quite finished we rush into the Rollerski season with the Huntly Rollerski Sprints / Clash Hill Climb, 29/30 

May – PLEASE LET ME KNOW IF YOU CAN HELP.  
·  Thursday Club Nights continue at the Ski Centre – 7:30pm-9pm 
·  Sat 15th May - Ming’s Midsummer Madness (Run & Cycle event) & Ceilidh in aid of the BNDS. 
·  Be sure to visit the club website www.nordicski.org.uk . You can now sign up to get news updates emailed automatically. 
 

Correspondence to: Peter Thorn 
West Craigton Cottage, 

                                      Kennethmont, 
Huntly, 
Aberdeenshire AB54 4QP. 
Tel: 01464 831429                  Email: huntlynordicsc@yahoo.co.uk 

Sponsors of the Huntly Youth Ski Club 


